
Building Bluebonnets 

1. Using a pencil, trace all applique pieces onto Steam A Seam 2. Be sure an 

label each piece, include which flower, then group same color applique piec-

es together on fabric, to make it easier to locate. Cut applique pieces out as 

needed, so you do not miss place a piece. 

2. Using a Bear Thread Applique pressing sheet, place on top of the black and 

white artwork pattern to the sheet. Use two straight pins to pin in place.  

3. Place applique pressing sheet and artwork pattern onto the light box. Build 

one bluebonnet unit at a time.  Press with hot dry iron. Allow to cool and 

careful remove the bluebonnet unit. Store flat on a piece of paper or on a 

plastic page protector. 

4. When ready to add the bluebonnet unit to the project foundation fabric, 

careful remove and  put in position.  
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